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There are two natural commuting self-adjoint operators in the enveloping algebra
of the Heisenberg group: the Heisenberg sublaplacian 2H and the central element
T=&it. The joint spectral theory of these operators is investigated by means of
the Laguerre calculus. Explicit convolution kernels are obtained for a large class
of functions 8(&2H , T ). In particular we find the kernels of the operators
g+, :=- &2H&:T+T 2&T that occur in the Kohn solution of the  -Neumann
problem for the associated Siegel domain.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The usual Heisenberg group Hn has R
2n+1 as underlying manifold and
group law
(x, t) b (x$, t$)=\x+x$, t+t$+2 :
n
j=1
[xn+ jx$j&xjx$n+ j]+ , (1.1)
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with the notation
(x, t)=(x1 , ..., x2n , t). (1.2)
It is sometimes appropriate to introduce a nonisotropic version Hn (a) with
group law
(x, t) b (x$, t$)=\x+x$, t+t$+2 :
n
j=1
aj[xn+ jx$j&xjx$n+ j]+ , (1.3)
where a=(a1 , ..., an) is a vector of positive reals. We note that (x, t)&1=
(&x, &t).
The vector fields
Xj=

xj
+2aj xn+ j

t
, j=1, 2, ..., n,
{Xn+ j= xn+ j &2ajxj t , j=1, 2, ..., n, (1.4)iT= 
t
.
are a basis for the Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields on Hn (a),
generated by the standard basis for the tangent space at the origin. The
Heisenberg Laplacian is
2H= 12 :
2n
j=1
X 2j . (1.5)
The vector fields Xj are homogeneous operators of degree one, while T and
2H are homogeneous of degree two, with respect to the Heisenberg dila-
tions
$\ (x, t)=(\x, \2t)=(\x1 , ..., \x2n , \2t), \>0. (1.6)
One view of harmonic analysis on the Heisenberg group is that it is the
joint spectral theory of the commuting operators 2H and T [St]. The basis
for such a theory has been given in the Laguerre calculus developed in
[Gr, BGrV, BGGrV]. In this paper we use the Laguerre calculus to
develop a general joint functional calculus for these operators, i.e., we give
formulas for the associated convolution kernels. In particular we give an
explicit formula for the boundary layer potentials g+, : for the  -Neumann
problem.
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The kernel formulas have a geometric interpretation based on the com-
plex Hamiltonian mechanics described in [BGGr]. In this theory one finds
two important geometric invariants: A (modified) action
f (x, t, {)= :
n
j=1
aj (x2j +x
2
n+ j){ coth(2aj{)&i{t (1.7)
that satisfies the modified HamiltonJacobi equation
{
f
{
+
1
2
:
2n
j=1
(Xj f )2= f, (1.8)
and a volume element
v({)= ‘
n
j=1
2aj
sinh(2aj {)
(1.9)
that satisfies the transport equation
{
v({)
{
+(2H f ) v({)=0. (1.10)
The operators 2H and T have natural self-adjoint realizations in
L2 (Hn (a)) whose resolvent operators commute. Therefore the functional
calculus assigns densely defined self-adjoint operators 8(&2H , T ) to a
large class of functions 8 defined on the joint spectrum:
8: sp(&2H)_sp(T )  R.
As shown in the next section, the convex hull in R2 of the joint spectrum
is
4=[(\, {) : { # R, \:c |{|], (1.11)
where
:c=2 :
n
j=1
aj . (1.12)
In particular, &2H, :#&2H&:T is positive for &:c<:<:c .
Because 2H and T are left invariant with respect to Heisenberg transla-
tion, the same is true of any such 8(&2H , T ). Formally, any left invariant
operator S that acts on functions u on Hn (a) can be written as a
Heisenberg convolution with a kernel function K:
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Su(z)=(K VH u)(z)=|
Hn
K(w&1 b z) u(w) dw
=|
Hn
K(w) f (z b w&1) dw, (1.13)
where z=(x, t), w=( y, s) and dw=dy1 } } } dy2n ds.
We consider 8(&2H , T ) for functions that are represented as Laplace
transforms in the first variable:
8(\, {)=|

0
e&s\.(s, {) ds, .0. (1.14)
We have written the generator . here as a function, but it should be
thought of as a density (positive distribution). Define a dual density .*
and a dual function 8* by
.*(s, {)=.(1s, s{);
(1.15)
8*(\, {)=|

0
e&s\.*(s, {) ds.
Then (.*)*=., (8*)*=8. If .(s, {)=(s12{) then .*=. and so
8*=8.
The necessary and sufficient condition for a function of the form (1.14)
to be defined and finite a.e. on the joint spectrum of &2H and T, and thus
to induce a self-adjoint operator 8(&2H , T ), is
|

0
e&:c |{| s .(s, {) ds<, a.e. {. (1.16)
We can now state the connections among the function 8, its dual 8*,
the convolution kernel K for the operator 8(&2H , T ), and the geometric
invariants f and v for a large class of functions of the form (1.14).
1.17. Theorem. Suppose that 8 has the form (1.14) and that (1.16) is
satisfied, so that the self-adjoint operator 8(&2H , T ) is well-defined. Sup-
pose also that for some integer m0 the domain of 8(&2H , T ) T m includes
the Schwartz space S=S(R2n+1). Then the convolution kernel K8
associated to the left invariant operator 8(&2H , T ) is a tempered distribu-
tion that has the form
K8 (x, t)=
1
(2?)n+1 |R \
1
i

t+
n&1
8*( f (x, t, {), {) v({){ d{. (1.18)
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where f is the action function (1.7), v is the volume element (1.9), and 8*
is the dual function (1.15).
1.19. Examples. 1. Consider the operator (&2H, :)&1=(&2H&:T )&1.
The associated functions are
8(\, {)=(\&:{)&1, &:c<:<:c ;
.(s, {)=e:s{, .*(s, {)=e:{; (1.20)
8*(\, {)=e:{\&1.
The conditions of Theorem 1.17 are satisfied. In fact (1.16) is immediate
from the assumption made on :. It can be shown that (&2H, :)&1T is
bounded, so the domain contains S. Formula (1.18) gives the fundamental
solution; see [BGr, FS, G]. This example illustrates a general fact about
formulas like (1.18), that care must be taken when necessary to regularize
them. The integral diverges formally at {=0 when x=0; however one can
move the contour of integration into the complex plane and deduce that
the function K8 is smooth except at the origin; see [BGr].
2. Consider the semigroup [exp(u2H, :), u>0]. The associated func-
tions are
8(\, {)=e&u\+u:{, &:c<:<:c ;
.(s, {)=e:{s$(s&u), .*(s, {)=e:{$ \1s&u+
1
s2
; (1.21)
8*(\, {)=u&2e&\u+:{.
Formula (1.18) for this case gives the heat kernel: the fundamental solution
for u&2H, : ; see [BGr, G].
3. In the preceding examples it is not difficult to check directly that
the function given by (1.18) is the required fundamental solution: One
simply composes with &2H, : or with u+2H, : , respectively, by applying
the differential operator to the kernel. This is not easily done for our final
example, the operator g&1+, : mentioned above, which is not a differential
operator. To describe it we note first that 2H is subelliptic but not elliptic.
An associated elliptic operator is
2e=2H+
2
t2
=2H&T 2. (1.22)
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This operator is not homogeneous with respect to the dilations (1.6).
Nevertheless it is a natural operator associated to Hn (a), because the
operators
g+, :=- &2H, :+T 2&T=- &2e&:T&T (1.23)
arise naturally in the study of the  -Neumann problem on the Siegel upper
half space; see [GrS] and Section 4 below. Note that
g&1+, :=T8: (&2H , T ), (1.24)
8: (\, {)=
1
{
}
1
- \&:{+{2&{
= :

v=0
{&&1 (\&:{+{2)&(&+1)2
= :

&=0
{&&1
1((&+1)2) |

0
e&s(\+{2&:{) s(&&1)2 ds
=|

0
e&s\.: (s, {) ds (1.25)
where
.: (s, {)=es:{ :

0
e&s{2
(s12{)&&1
1((&+1)2)
. (1.26)
Then
8:*(\, {)=e:{80 (\, {)=
e:{
{
}
1
- \+{2&{
. (1.27)
Composing with T introduces another factor of &it into the formula
(1.18). Therefore the first part of the following theorem comes (formally)
from (1.18).
1.28. Theorem. The convolution kernel for (g+, :)&1, &:c:<:c , is
K(x, t)=
1
(2?)n+1 |

& \
1
i

t+
n e:{v({)
- f (x, t, {)+{2&{
d{ (1.29)
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The kernel K can also be written as K=KH+Ke , where
KH(x, t)=
2
(2?)n+1 |

0 \
1
i

t+
n e:{v({) {
f (x, t, {)
d{; (1.30)
Ke (x, t)=
1
(2?)n+1 |

& \
1
i

t+
n e:{v({)
- f (x, t, {)+{2+|{|
d{. (1.31)
The advantage of the decomposition into (1.30) and (1.31) is that the
kernel KH is homogeneous with respect to the dilations (1.6), and thus is
of pure Heisenberg type, while Ke is the inverse of a first order elliptic
pseudodifferential operator. Indeed
Ke (x, t)t
cn
(2|x| 2+t2)n
as (x, t)  (0, 0).
The decomposition follows immediately from (1.29) and the identity
1
- {2+ f&{
=
1
- {2+ f+{
+
2{
f
, (1.32)
which we use when {>0.
The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we introduce the
partial Fourier transform in t and the Laguerre decomposition of the
corresponding L2 space in order to treat the joint spectral theory of &2H
and T. Theorem 1.17 is proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we sketch the
theory of the  -Neumann problem in the Siegel upper half space and derive
its connection with g+. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.28 by verifying
the conditions of Theorem 1.17.
2. TWISTED CONVOLUTION AND LAGUERRE
DECOMPOSITION
Given u # L2 (Hn (a)) we denote by u~ the partial Fourier transform in the
t variable:
u~ (x, {)=|
R
e&i{t u(x, t) dt. (2.1)
The partial Fourier transform takes the Heisenberg convolution (1.13) to
the twisted convolution
(u~ V{ v~ )(x, {)=(u VH v)t (x, {)=|
R2n
e&i[x, y] {u~ (x& y, {) v~ ( y, {) dy, (2.2)
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where
[x, y]=2 :
n
j=1
aj [xj yn+ j&xn+ j yj]. (2.3)
We denote induced operators by X j , T , and so on:
X j u~ =(Xju)t, T u~ =(Tu)t,
so
{
X j=

xj
+2iaj{xn+ j , j=1, 2, ..., n,
(2.4)
X n+ j=

xn+ j
&2iaj{xj , j=1, 2, ..., n,
T ={.
The operator 2 H is defined accordingly.
For the moment we will work in the standard Heisenberg group Hn ,
with coordinates ( y, s). The associated vector fields will be denoted by Yj
and S. Following [Gr] we define generalized CauchySzego kernels by
their partial Fourier transforms. Define
L ( p)k ( y, {)= ‘
n
j=1
2 |{|
?
l ( pj)kj (2 |{| r
2
j )e
ipj %j,
( y, {) # R2n_R, p # Zn, k # (Z+)n, (2.5)
where r2j = y
2
j + y
2
n+ j , %j=tan
&1 ( yn+ j yj), and
l ( p)k (x)=(&1)
(| p|& p)2 \ 1(k+1)1(k+| p|+1)+
12
x | p|2L ( | p| )k (x)e
&x2. (2.6)
Here the L ( p)k are the generalized Laguerre polynomials given by the
generating function
:

k=0
L ( p)k (x)z
k=
1
(1&z) p+1
exp \& xz1&z+ , p, k=0, 1, 2, ... . (2.7)
2.8. Remarks. 1. The functions (?2 |{| )n2 L ( p)k are a complete ortho-
normal set in L2 (R2n).
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2. It is shown in [Gr] that the twisted convolutions (corresponding
to the standard Heisenberg group Hn) satisfy
L (0)k V{ L
p
m={L
 ( p)m
0,
if mj=min[kj , kj+pj sgn {], all j;
otherwise.
(2.9)
3. The inverse partial Fourier transforms L( p)k have Heisenberg
homogeneity of critical degree &2n&2 and it is shown in [BGGrV] that
they have mean value zero. Therefore, as principal value convolution
kernels, they induce bounded operators in Lr (Hn), 1<r<.
2.10. Proposition. Let 6k , k # (Z +)n denote the operator induced by
the convolution kernel L (0)k . The [6k] are orthogonal projections in L
2 (Hn)
whose sum converges strongly to the identity operator.
Proof. The property (2.9) implies that these operators are projections.
Using 6k also to denote the kernel, we have
6k (x, t; y, s)=
1
(2?)n |R e
i{[(t&s)&[x, y]] L (0)k (x& y, {) d{.
Consequently
6k (x, t; y, s)=6 k ( y, s; x, t)
so the projection 6k is self-adjoint. For each fixed {{0, multiples of the
L ( p)j are an orthonormal basis for L
2 (R2n) and according to (2.9) each of
these functions is taken to itself by exactly one 6 k and is annihilated by the
others. It follows that the 6k are complementary projections that sum
strongly to the identity.
The following is proved for the case n=1 in [Gr]; the generalization is
immediate.
(Y 2j +Y
2
n+ j)6 k=&4(2kj+1) |{| )6 k . (2.11)
We can carry the preceding over to the Heisenberg group Hn (a) by using
the change of coordinates
yj=a12j xj , yn+ j=a
12
j xn+ j , s=t. (2.12)
This map takes Xj to a12j Yj , Xn+ j to a
12
j Yn+ j and T to S, and takes
twisted convolution with respect to Hn (a) to twisted convolution with
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respect to Hn . We denote by 6k (a) the induced operators on functions in
L2 (Hn (a)). In view of (2.11) we have
&2 H 6 k (a)=2 \ :
n
j=1
(2kj+1) aj |{|+ 6 k (a). (2.13)
This identifies the joint spectrum of &2H and T. It is easily seen that the
set 4 of (1.11) is the convex hull of the joint spectrum.
We conclude this section with some remarks about functions of &2H
and T or, equivalently, of &2 H and {. Set
p, k (x, {)=\ ‘
n
j=1
aj ?
2 |{| +
12
L ( p)k ( y, {). (2.14)
For each { this is an orthonormal basis for L2 (R2n), and in view of the
preceding these are eigenvectors for &2 H :
&2 H p, k=cp, k |{| p, k , (2.15)
where
cp, k={
2 nj=1 (2kj+1)aj ,
2 nj=1 (2kj+2 | p|+1)aj ,
p sgn {<0,
p sgn {<0.
Finite linear combinations of functions
v({) p, k (x, {), v # S(R), (2.16)
are dense in L2 (R2n+1) and belong to the natural domain of &2 H and {.
Therefore these operators have unique self-adjoint extensions. More
generally, if 8 is a Borel function on the joint spectrum and 8(cp, k |{| , {)
is finite a.e. for each cp, k , then 8(&2H , {) is the operator whose domain
is the set of u in L2 (R2n+1) such that
u~ (x, {)= :
p, k
vp, k ({) p, k (x, {),
(2.17)
:
p, k
|
R
|8(cp, k |{| , {) vp, k ({)|2 d{<;
see [DS].
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2.18. Remarks. It follows from (2.13) that for a given value of { the
eigenvalues of &(2 H+:{) are
{2 :
n
j=1
(2kj+1) aj |{|&:{ : k # (Z+)n= .
Therefore &(2H+:T ) is nonnegative for real :, |:|:c .
3. THE FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS
Suppose that 8 is a function on the joint spectrum of &2H and T.
According to Proposition 2.10 and (2.13),
8(&2 H , {)= :
k # (Z+)n
8 \2 :
n
j=1
(2kj+1) aj |{| , {+ 6 k (a), (3.1)
with domain described in (2.17). The operator 6 k (a) is given by twisted
convolution with the kernel
K k (x, {)=\ ‘
n
j=1
aj+ L (0)k ( y, {), (3.2)
where y is given by (2.12). Suppose now that 8 has the form (1.14):
8(\, {)=|

0
e&s\.(s, {) ds. (3.3)
The twisted convolution kernel K 8 of 8(&2 H , {) can be found formally
from a calculation based on (3.1)(3.3):
K 8 (x, {)= :
k # (Z+)n
|

0
exp \&2 :
n
j=1
(2kj+1) aj |{| s+ .(s, {) K k (x, {) ds
=|

0 _ :k # (Z+)n K k (x, {)z
2k+1& .(s, {) ds, (3.4)
where we set
zj=exp(&2aj |{| s), z2k+1= ‘
n
j=1
z2kj+1j . (3.5)
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According to the definition of K k ,
:
k # (Z+)n
K k (x, {)z2k+1= ‘
n
j=1 \
2aj |{|
?
:

kj=0
L(0)kj (2wj) z
2kj+1
j e
&wj+ , (3.6)
where
wj=aj |{| r2j , r
2
j =x
2
j +x
2
n+ j . (3.7)
According to (2.7),
:

kj=0
L (0)kj (2wj) z
2kj+1
j e
&wj =
zj
1&z2j
exp \&wj&w jz
2
j
1&z2j +
=
exp[&aj |{| r2j coth(2aj |{| s)]
2 sinh(2aj |{| s)
. (3.8)
Combining (3.4), (3.6), and (3.8) we find that, formally, the twisted con-
volution kernel K 8 is
K 8 (x, {)=|

0 \ ‘
n
j=1
2aj |{|
2? sinh(2aj |{| s)+ (3.9)
_exp \& :
n
j=1
aj |{| r2j coth(2aj |{| s)+ .(s, {) ds
=
1
(2?)n |

0
exp \& :
n
j=1
aj |{| r2j coth(2aj |{| s)+ .(s, {) {nv({s) ds
where v is the volume element (1.9).
Continuing the formal calculation, we observe that the convolution ker-
nel K8 for the operator 8(&2H , T ) should be the inverse Fourier trans-
form in { of the kernel K 8 . Taking into account (3.9) and the formula (1.7)
for the action, we have
K8 (x, t)=
1
2? |R e
i{tK (x, {) d{
=
1
(2?)n+1 |

0
|
R
exp[&f (x, t, {s)s] .(s, {) {n v({s) d{ ds
=
1
(2?)n+1 |

0
|
R
exp[&f (x, t, {)s] .(s, {s) s&n&1{nv({) d{ ds
=
1
(2?)n+1 |R _|

0
exp[&sf (x, t, {)] .(1s, s{) sn&1 ds& {nv({) d{.
(3.10)
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Now &ift={, so we obtain from the last expression in (3.10) that
K8(x, t)=
1
(2?)n+1 |R _|

0 \
1
i

t+
n&1
_exp[&sf (x, t, {)] .(1s, s{) ds& {v({) d{
=
1
(2?)n+1 |R \
1
i

t+
n&1
8*( f (x, t, {), {) v({){ d{.
To justify this very formal derivation we must justify the interchanges of
summation and integration in the preceding computations, under some
reasonable assumptions on the function .. To do so we look at the L2
norms of the kernels. The functions K k ( } , {) are mutually orthogonal and
each has L2 norm
&K k ( } , {)&L2=\2 |{|? +
n2
. (3.12)
The zj above are positive, so
" :k # (Z+)n z
2k+1K k ( } , {)"
2
= ‘
n
j=1 \
2 |{|
?
:

kj=0
(z2kj+1)2+
=
1
?n
‘
n
j=1
2 |{|
z&2j &z
2
j
=
1
?n
‘
n
j=1
{
sinh (4aj{s)
. (3.13)
Thus if the integral
|

0
.(s, {) \ ‘
n
j=1
{
sinh(4aj {s)+
12
ds (3.14)
is finite, the interchange of summation and integration in (3.4) is valid and
we obtain (3.9), with the L2 norm of K 8 ( } , {) dominated by (3.14).
Proof of Theorem 1.17. Suppose that 8 has the form (1.14), with the
condition (1.16):
|

0
e&:c |{| s .(s, {) ds<, a.e. {. (3.15)
so that 8 is finite a.e. on the joint spectrum. There is a constant C=C(a)
such that
C&1{nv({)(1+|{| )n e&:c |{| C{nv({). (3.16)
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We shall assume for simplicity that the density . ds is defined by a
measurable function . ; the procedure can be modified for more general
distributions. We define .= for 0<=<1 by
.= (s, {)={.(s, {),0,
if =<|{|<1= and .(s,{)<1=;
otherwise.
(3.17)
Then
0.=.; .= (s, {) A .(s, {) as = a 0; (3.18)
|
R
|

0
.= (s, {) {nv({s) ds d{<, all =>0. (3.19)
Set
8= (\, {)=|

0
e&\s .= (s, {) ds.
Thus
8*= (\, {)=|

0
e&\s .= (s, {s) s&2 ds. (3.20)
It follows from (3.18) that the integral (3.14) for the function .= is finite
for a.e. {. Consequently 8= (&2H , {) has twisted convolution kernel given
by (3.9), with . replaced by .= . Moreover it follows from (3.19) that the
integrals that occur in the calculation (3.10) are absolutely convergent.
Therefore the convolution kernel of 8= (&2H , T ) is the bounded con-
tinuous function
K= (x, t)=
1
(2?)n+1 |R _|

0
exp[&sf (x, t, {)] .= (1s, s{) sn&1 ds& v({){n d{.
(3.21)
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.17 we note that the functions
8= converge monotonically to 8 for a.e. {. This implies that the opera-
tors 8= (&2H , T ) converge strongly to 8(&2H , T ) on the domain of
8(&2H , T ). The assumption made in Theorem 1.17 is equivalent to
assuming that this domain includes all functions in the image T m(S) of the
Schwartz space. Therefore, given any u # S we have L2 convergence
lim
=  0
(T mK=) VH u=lim
=  0
K= VH (T mu)
=lim
=  0
8= (&2H , T ) T mu=8(&2H , T ) T mu. (3.22)
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It follows that the T mK= converge as tempered distribution kernels, or,
equivalently, the K= converge when restricted to convolution with T m(S).
This provides a regularization that allows us to identify (3.11) with the
kernel of 8(&2H , T ) on the subspace T m (S), which is dense in L2.
4. THE  -NEUMANN PROBLEM ON A
SIEGEL UPPER-HALF SPACE AND g+, :
The Siegel upper-half space in Cn+1,
Dn+1 (a)={‘ # Cn+1 : :
n
j=1
aj |‘ j | 2<Im ‘n+1= , (4.1)
has boundary
bDn+1 (a)={‘ # Cn+1 : :
n
j=1
aj |‘ j | 2=Im ‘n+1= . (4.2)
As before, a=(a1 , ..., an) has positive entries. Dn+1 (a) is biholomorphically
equivalent to an ellipsoid; when the aj are equal it is biholomorphically
equivalent to the unit ball. Such an equivalence extends to the boundaries.
In this section we fix the positive vector a and denote Dn+1 (a) simply by
Dn+1.
Cn+1 has a group of biholomorphic affine transformations which
preserve Dn+1 and bDn+1. They are parameterized by (z, t) # Cn_R:
(z, t) V ‘=‘$, {‘$j=‘ j+z j , j=1, ..., n,‘$n+1=‘n+1+t+i nj=1 aj |zj | 2+2i nj=1 aj‘jz j .
This group acts simply transitively on the boundary, so bDn+1 can be
identified with Hn (a) by matching a transformation (z, t) to the image of
the origin:
(z, t) W \z, t+i :
n
j=1
aj |zj | 2+ . (4.3)
The group structure is that of the Heisenberg group Hn (a) with zj=
xj+ixn+ j .
The  -Neumann problem on Dn+1 arises from consideration of solva-
bility in the Dolbeault complex, e.g., for functions: Given a  -closed (0,1)
form g,  g=0, find a function f such that  f =g. The  operator on func-
tions has a large null spacethe holomorphic functionsso if g is square
integrable it is natural to look for a square integrable f with minimal L2
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norm; equivalently, f should be orthogonal to the null space of  . This
solution is called the canonical or Kohn solution, and the problem of find-
ing it is called the  -Neumann problem.
To study the problem we measure distance to the boundary by
\=Im zn+1& :
n
j=1
aj |zj | 2, (4.4)
and choose a basis for T*1, 0(Cn+1)
| j=dzj , j=1, ..., n,
(4.5)
|n+1=- 2 \=- 2 \& :
n
j=1
ajz j dzj+
1
2i
dzn+1+ .
Then
f = :
n
j=1
f
zj
dzj+
f
zn+1 \ :
n
j=1
2ia jz j| j+- 2 i|n+1+
(4.6)
= :
n+1
j=1
(Zj f )| j,
where the dual basis Z1 , ..., Zn+1 is
Zj =

zj
+2iajz j

zn+1
, j=1, ..., n, (4.7)
Zn+1=- 2 i

zn+1
. (4.8)
Thus our problem is to solve
 f # :
n+1
j=1
(Z j f )| j= g. (4.9)
In ‘‘boundary coordinates’’
(z1 , ..., zn , z 1 , ..., z n , t=Re zn+1 , \), (4.10)
the Z j are
Z j =

zj
+iajz j

t
, j=1, ..., n, (4.11)
Zn+1=
1
- 2 \

\
+i

t+ . (4.12)
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The linear span of Z1 , ..., Zn is T1, 0 (bDn+1) and that of Z 1 , ..., Z n is
T0, 1 (bDn+1). The subspace T0, 1 (bDn+1)T1, 0 (bDn+1) of T(bDn+1),
with complex conjugation, is the CauchyRiemann (CR) structure on
bDn+1 inherited from Cn+1. In other words T1, 0 (bDn+1) is that subspace
of T1, 0 (Cn+1) which is tangent to bDn+1 , since it annihilates d\. We note
that in boundary coordinates
\= 12 {d\&i dt+ :
n
j=1
aj[zj dz j&z j dzj]=
= 12 {d\&i \dt+2 :
n
j=1
aj[xj dxj+n&xj+n dxj]+= . (4.13)
For a function f,
 f = :
n+1
j=1
(Z j f )| j. (4.14)
For a (0, 1)-form
g= :
n+1
j=1
gj dz j= :
n+1
j=1
.j | j, (4.15)
where
.j= gj&2iajzj gn+1, j=1, ..., n,
.n+1=&- 2 ign+1 ,
a straightforward calculation gives
 \ :
n+1
j=1
.j | j+= :k< j (Z k. j&Z j.k)|
k 7 | j. (4.16)
We choose the hermitian metric on Cn+1 for which |1, ..., |n+1 is an
orthonormal basis of T*1, 0 (Cn+1):
:
n+1
j, k=1
g j, k dzj dz k . (4.17)
Thus the inverse g j, k =(dzj , dzk) is given by
g j, k ={1, if j=k0, if j{k j, k=1, ..., n,
g j, n+1=&2iajzj , j=1, ..., n, (4.18)
gn+1, n+1=2+4 :
n
j=1
a2j |zj |
2.
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The Riemannian metric gi, j=(dxi , dxj) on R2n+2 (with x2n+1=t,
x2n+2=\) that is induced by this hermitian metric on C n+1 is given by
gi, j ={
1
2 ,
0,
i= j
i{ j
i, j=1, ..., 2n;
aixi+n , i=1, ..., n,
gi, 2n+1={&aixi , i=n+1, ..., 2n, (4.19)1+nj=1 2a2j (x2j +x2j+n), i=2n+1;
gi, 2n+2={ 1, i=2n+2,0, i{2n+2.
In particular,
(i) for P=(x, t, \) # Dn+1 , \ is the distance of P from bDn+1, and
(ii) det( gi, j)=2&2n, which yields the volume form
dV=2n dx1 } } } dx2n dt d\, (4.20)
on R2n+2.
We denote by  the formal adjoint of  with respect to the L2 inner
product induced by this metric and volume form. A straightforward com-
putation gives the evaluation on (0, 1)-forms and on (0, 2)-forms:
 \ :
n+1
j=1
g j | j+=& :
n+1
j=1
Z j g j , (4.21)
 \ :j<k h jk|
j 7 | k+=& :
n+1
k=1 \ :
n+1
j=1
Z jh jk + | k, h jk+hkj=0,
provided these forms are in the domain of , i.e., they satisfy the
 -Neumann boundary conditions
gn+1 (x, t, 0)=0=h j, n+1 (x, t, 0), j=1, ..., n. (4.22)
The  -Laplacian is
g= + . (4.23)
On (0, 1)-forms we have
 g=& :
n+1
k=1 \ :
n+1
j=1
Z kZ j g j+ | k,
(4.24)
 g=& :
n+1
k=1 \ :
n+1
j=1
Z j [Z j gk&Z k g j]+ | k,
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and a bit of manipulation yields
gg= :
n+1
k=1 {\&
1
2 :
n
j=1
[Z jZ j+Z jZ j]&Zn+1Z n+1
(4.25)
+[Zk , Z k]& 12 :
n
j=1
[Z j , Z j]+ gk+ :
n+1
j=1
j{k
[Z j , Z k] g j= | k.
We note at this point that Z j= 12 (X
j&iXn+j) , j=1, ..., n, where the Xk are
given by (1.4). Therefore
:
n
j=1
(Z jZ j+Z jZ j)=2H. (4.26)
Also, (4.11) yields
[Z j , Z k]=Z jZ k&Z kZ j={&2iak

t
, j=k,
(4.27)
0, j{k.
Consequently,
g :
n+1
j=1
g j | j= :
n+1
j=1 \_&Zn+1Z n+1&
1
2 2H, :j& g j+ | j, (4.28)
where we set
: j={
2 nk=1 ak&4a j ,
2 nk=1 ak ,
if j=1, ..., n,
if j=n+1.
(4.29)
Note that for g to be in the domain of g we need the the boundary condi-
tions (4.22) for g and for h= g. It follows from these conditions that
(Z k gn+1)(x, t, 0)&(Z n+1 gk)(x, t, 0)=0, k=1, ..., n,
(Z k gn+1)(x, t, 0)=0,
so
(Z n+1 gk)(x, t, 0)=0, k=1, ..., n. (4.30)
4.31. Definition of the  -Neumann problem for (0, 1)-forms on Dn+1.
Given G=n+1j=1 G j|
j find a (0, 1)-form g=n+1j=1 g j|
j which satisfies
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gg=G, (4.32)
\&g j\ +i
g j
t + (x, t, 0)=0, j=1, ..., n, (4.33)
gn+1 (x, t, 0)=0. (4.34)
The boundary conditions (4.33) and (4.34) are the  -Neumann boundary
conditions.
We note that g is diagonal and the diagonal terms
&Zn+1Z n+1&
1
2
2H, :k
=&
1
2 \
2
\2
+
2
t2
+2H, :k+ , k=1, ..., n+1, (4.35)
are elliptic. Consequently it suffices to solve boundary problems for these
scalar operators. The component gn+1 is the solution of a Dirichlet
problem, which is an elliptic boundary problem for the operator (4.35).
Once gn+1 has been determined we are left with solving the following non-
elliptic boundary problem:
Given a function F on Dn+1, find a function f on Dn+1, such that
2f
\2
+
2f
t2
+2H, : f =F, (4.36)
\&f\+i
f
t+ (x, t, 0)=0. (4.37)
We change this problem to the equivalent problem of constructing har-
monic functions with given boundary conditions. Let K denote the integral
operator whose kernel is the fundamental solution of (4.36). Assuming f
satisfies (4.36) and (4.37), the function
= f &KF, (4.38)
satisfies
2
\2
+2e, : =0, (4.39)
\&\+i

t + (x, t, 0)=., (4.40)
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where we set
.=\(KF )\ &i
(KF )
t + (x, t, 0), 2e, :=2e+:T.
Then
=e&\ - &2e, : w, (4.41)
for some function w on bDn+1. The boundary condition (4.40) is equiv-
alent to
i
w
t
+- &2e, :w#g+, :w=.,
with :=:k , for k=1, ..., n. Thus, solving the  -Neumann problem for
(0, 1)-forms on Dn+1 reduces to finding g
&1
+, : . This method extends word
for word to ( p, q)-forms.
Given g # T0, 1 (Dn+1) with  g=0, let u denote that solution of gu= g
which satisfies the  -Neumann boundary conditions (4.33) and (4.34).
Then
f =u, (4.42)
is the canonical solution of the CauchyRiemann equations  f =g. We
note that g+ of the title refers to
diag(g+, :1 , g+, :2 , ... g+, :n).
5. THE INVERSE OF g+, : .
In this section we prove Theorem 1.28 by verifying the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.17. Note first that T(g+, :)&1=9(&2H, T ), where
9(\, {)=
{
- \&:{+{2&{
. (5.1)
The assumption for Theorem 1.28 is that
&:c:<:c . (5.2)
On the joint spectrum we have \:c |{| . It follows from this and (5.2) that
the function 9 is bounded on the joint spectrum. Therefore the domain of
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T(g+, :)&1 includes the Schwartz functions. It remains to verify the
estimate (1.16):
|

0
e&:c |{| s.(s, {) ds<, a.e. {. (5.3)
In contrast to Section 1, we shall work directly with g&1+, : rather than
T &1g&1+, : , so that the associated functions are
8(\, {)=
1
- \&:{+{2&{
; (5.4)
.(s, {)={es:{&s{2 :

0
(s12{)&&1
1((&+1)2)
. (5.5)
Set
3(u)=e&u :

&=0
(&1)& u(&&1)2
1((&+1)2)
, u0. (5.6)
5.7. Lemma. The function 3 is positive and decreasing on R+. Moreover
|

0
3(u) du=
1
2
; (5.8)
3(u)
u&12e&u
1(12)
. (5.9)
Proof. Note that
d3
du
=&
u&32e&u
21(12)
. (5.10)
Now u&32e&u is integrable at , so 3 has a limit c at . It follows that
se&su3(u) is integrable with respect to u when s>0 and the integral has
limit c as s  0. But
|

0
e&su3(u) du= :

&=0
1
1((&+1)2) |

0
e&(s+1)u (&1)& u(&+1)2
du
u
= :

&=0
(&1)& (s+1)&(&+1)2)
=
1
1+- s+1
. (5.11)
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Therefore the limit c=0. It follows from (5.10), therefore, that 3 decreases
to 0. We take s  0 in (5.11) to obtain (5.8). Integrating (5.10) from +,
we obtain the estimate (5.9).
We complete the proof of Theorem 1.28 by going directly to the decom-
position (1.30), (1.31) which follows from the identity (1.32):
1
- {2+ f &{
=
1
- {2+ f +{
+
2{
f
.
The counterpart of this identity for the generating function . is
e&:{s .(s, {)&e:{s .(s, &{)#2{. (5.12)
Note that
e&:{s .(s, {)=&{3(s{2), {<0. (5.13)
We use (5.12) and (5.13) to decompose . as .1+.2 where
.1 (s, {)=|{| e:{s3(s{2), (5.14)
.2 (s, {)={2{e
:{s,
0,
{0,
{<0.
(5.15)
The last step is to check that .1 and .2 satisfy (5.3). Because of (5.2) and
Lemma 5.7 we have
|

0
e&:c |{| s.1 (s, {) ds|{| |

0
3(s{2) ds=(2 |{| )&1;
(5.16)
|

0
e&:c |{| s.2 (s, {) ds=2 |{| |

0
e(:&:c) |{| s ds=2(:c&:)&1.
Thus (5.3) is satisfied, and the proof of Theorem 1.28 is complete.
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